Foundation Cup Rules

Day 1, Optional practice round

Players will play their own ball at Old Kinderhook to establish their handicap for the tournament.

OR

Players will provide a GHIN handicap for competition day 1 (or their best guess average score on a round of 18.) Partners will be paired by scores. The top ranked golfer will be paired with the lowest, the second ranked will be paired with the second lowest and so on until all players are paired.

Day 2, First half of competition (4 man scramble)

The partnered twosomes will be randomly drawn to form the 4 man teams for the day.

Day 3, Second half of competition (2 man scramble)

Each twosome will be playing a 2 man scramble. During the round, each team must use at least 4 drives (shots off the tee box) of each player. PAR 3’s ARE EXCLUDED. Players must mark on their score cards which drive was used by each player and cards will be checked by the proshop.

The winning twosome will be announced on Thursday evening during the championship dinner.